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SERVICE INTRODUCTION

Air volume — Air velocity — Particle contamination
Radel&Hahn Clean Room Servicing do servicing and repairwork of laminar boxes since 1980.
Our company widened the range of his services available from 1988: we do ventilation
measurement, adjustment, maintainenance, repair work of ventilation systems of cleanrooms.
During maintenance the tests of laminar boxes are performed in harmony with regulations of
the standard MSZ EN ISO 14644.

Air volume measurement
This test aims to measure the average
airflow velocity and airflow evenness
and inlet air volume inside the clean
space because through it air exchange
rate (rate in every hour)can be calculated as well.
During the test we use TESTO airflow
measurements and TSI flow hood
balometer, which are calibrated in
accredited laboratories

Airflow velocity test

Measurement of particle contamination:

During the test we measure the average
airflow velocity and airflow consistency
according to the condititions defined in
the standards and according to
technical description.

This test aims to define the air cleanliness in
the equipment and to do classification analysis.
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Filter — Particle — Air flow
Leakage test of Hepa and Ulpa filter system
The aim of the test is to certify, that the filters of
high filtration efficiency were properly integrated
into the devices and they are leakage-free
furthermore filters are free from damages (small
holes, deterioration of filter material or of the
frame sealant) or prove that they are free from
any leakage (leakage at filter frame sealant or
hole on the frame). We let DEHS - aerosol in front
of the filter and we check immediately its quantity at the other side of the filter and the frame.
We use DOP SOLOTIONS LTD. device
familiescalibrated by Hungarian distributor

Saturation analisys of Hepa and Ulpa filter

Measurement of particle contamination
During the test we measure particulate contamination of the air. Based on the result we get, we diagnosticate the air cleannes rate inside the cleanroom and we classify the cleanroom into certain
cleanliness class.
We use LASAIR III 350L air particle counters and
these measuring instruments are calibrated in
Hungarian accredited laboratories

This analisys of saturation and the phisical
condition of HEPA filter based on the measured
pressure difference between the two sides of the
filter. This analisys informs us about the filter
clogging, which keeps on increase with the time.
Filter clogging and the implied pressure
difference between the two sides of the filter
cannot reach the upper limit given by the manufacturer, because it can cause that the material
of the filter disrupts.
During the test ∆P measuring instruments are
used, which are calibrated in accredited laboratories.

Monitoring of air flow direction:
The goal of this test is that we monitor the direction
of the laminar air flow in cleanzone. The smoke
produced by a smoke generator makes the airflow visible during measuement and we make a
video record about it. We hand over this record to
our customer on an electronic device.
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Pressure condition — Temperature — Humidity
Pressure condition test
This procedure serves for measuring air pressure between areas of cleanroom. This measurement aims
to prove that air supply system is suitable for maintaining pressure level between premises of the
cleanroom an between the cleanroom an the outer air.
Based on customer request we do air pressure difference test and the audit log
Temperature and humidity distribution analysis
The aim of the analisys to prove that ventilation system of the cleanroom is suitable for keeping the air
temperature and air humidity within certain limit values (relative air humidity or expressed as dew
point) which is specified by the customer at this definite place
Reset test
We prove during this test that cleanroom can restore its condition to meet the requirements of a
defined purity class again, after it was exposed to particle contamination for a short period of time.
Performing this test is not recommended in workstations, where air streams laminarly.

Measurement of recovery time of material sluice, initial
flooding level

Measurement of recovery time of material sluice,
clarification level
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Measuring instruments

DOP SP 200 DAS

Lasair III 350 C

Accubalance Plus 8373-M-GB

MA 2-04P digital manometer

Airflow TA5
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You may download the full referenclist from our web-site:
www.radel-hahn.hu
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H-4028 Debrecen, Kassai út 92.
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Telefon: 0036 52448441 Fax: 0036 52415258
E-mail: info@radel-hahn.hu Web-site: www.radel-hahn.hu

